
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION MODEL#PKR-B8506-BF

CRYST RAMA

C
U

WARNING:

Electrical Danger Turn Power off

WARNING: This product can expose you to Lead
which is known to the state of California to cause cancer
and/or birth defects or reproductive harm. For more
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LIGHTING THE WAY FOR SIXTY YEARS

installed by a licensed electrician

in accordance with the National

All electrical components must be

Electric Code and the appropriate

local electrical codes.

You will need 6-Candelabra Base Bulb

40 Watts Recommended 60 Watts Max.

USE LED BULBS FOR EXTENDED USE

10.Slide canopy up along rods and over mounting strap

with swivel and hold in position. Slide collar ring

up to canopy and thread onto the screw collar, to

secure canopy.

How to install

7.Slip collar ring and canopy over the rod assembly.

9.Raise fixture up and attach mounting plate to the

outlet box using two outlet box screws.

5.Determine the preferred hanging height and adjust

the required rods.

8.Slip mounting plate with swivel along wire and

thread it into the top of the rod assembly.

12.To install glass shade, pinch the spring clips together

then slip the glass shade on while still pinching the clips.

11.Install the bulb(not included) into the socket.

6.Feed the wires through the rods and connect

them together.

13.Slowly release clips and slip glass shade down into

position on glass holder.

HOW TO REPLACE THE BULB

1. Gently lift the glass up to expose the clip.

2. Pinch the clip together and continue to slowly

lift the shade up until the glass is completely

out, please handle with care to prevent the

glass from breaking.

This fixture is Damp rated
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4.Slip the cap over the nipple on the top distributor box,

and secure with the coupling.

Please make sure that all hang rods are straight after

installation step#2 and #3, to ensure that  fixture will hang

straight.

1.

.( )

Install the hanging rod A and B alternately onto the

top distributor box. Secure them with the washer and

hex nut using a wrench Space the rods apart equally

2.Slip the round plate over the metal ring, covering the

hole on the ring. Insert the hanging rod A into the hole on

the metal ring. Repeat for all Rod A’s. (The round plate is

supposed to cover the hole on the ring)

3.Align the hole on the tab on hanging rod B with the hole on

the metal ring. Secure in place using a screw. Repeat for

all Rod B’s.



CRYST RAMA
LIGHTING THE WAY FOR SIXTY YEARS

Part Number

Part Numbers

A. (1)-Mounting hardware

B. (1)-Canopy W5-7/8’’xH7/8’’ #XRF8501BFCANH

F. (1)-Coupling

E. (3)-Rod D5/8’’xL12’’ #XRF8501BFROD12IN

C. (1)-Collar ring

D. (1)-Rod D5/8’’xL6’’ #XRF8501BFROD6IN
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M. (6)-Socket
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N. (6)-Glass shade #XRF8504GLA9IN
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G. (1)-Cap

H. (1)-Top distributor box

I. (3)-Hanging rod A

J. (3)-Hanging rod B

K. (3)-Screw

HEX NUT

WASHER

TAB

ROUND PLATE


